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AbLt ract
II

The 1O.phase. of high purity samples (99.94.1 min-) of tetramethylsi~lane

(iUS),
(174°K)

(CH 3 ) 4 Si, was' investig;.-

between 7"/K and its melting point

employing static and rotating frame proton spin-lattice relaxation

(TI. and Tpr

-petively) measurements.

Minima in thei-T

.curve near

900K and in)7,!at 171 0K, correspond to methyl group reqrientati~n and
overal
lv~iecular. tumbling, respectively., Activation energies and inverse
frequencj factors for both motions are' derived and discussed.

Deviations

frod exponential behavior in the longitudinal relaxation were noted below
i40°K and arý inferred to be due to a correlation in the relative motion
of the protons wlthi,' each methyl group. The exponentiality of the-spinlattice relaxation above:_1l0OK is associated with the' onset of verall
molqcular!tumblihig motions.'

It.is suggested that the presence of exponrn-

tial. proton magnitization decays
in solids containing methyl groups may
a1
sometimes serve as an indication for the presence of reorientations of the
nolecular frame to which the methyl groups are attached.- The possibility
that the existence of exponential and nonexponential decays may be used by
I.tself to gain information on .interactions and. motions in solids, has to
be further investigated.
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INTRODUCTION

NMR investigations have been carried out on solid (CH3),Z compounds,
where Z

C, Si, Ge, Sn and Pb.

1-3

The presence of molecular reorienta-

tions in these substances was determined from the temperature dependence
of the line width and second moment between 770 K and the respective melting points.
time (T,)

1,3

For most of these compounds the spin-lattice relaxation

vs. temperature behavior was also obtained, 2'

large scatter in the measured T, points is evident
and (CH3 ) 4 Pb.

In the case of neopentane, (CH3),C,

3

3

however a very

for 'CH3 )=Ge,

(CH3)hSn

the rotating frame

spin:lattice relaxation time (TI p) was recently reported.4
From thermal studies 5 it was concluded that tetramethylsilane (TMS)
crystallizes in two forms, a low temperature stable ý phase and a high temperature metastable a modification obtainable only in a temperature interval
of 8-lOO.3,5

To the best of our knowledge no NMR relaxation studies have

been reported on TMS.

In the present pape- static and rotating frame spin-

lattice relaxation data are reported for the 0 phase of TMS,
methyl group rotation as well as overanl

in which

molecular tumbling take place.

3

The combined T; and TI, measurements enable us to study these motions in
more detail and to get reliable activation energies,
factors etc. for each of these reorientations.

inverse frequency

Deviations from exponential

behavior observed for the static frame spin-lattice relaxation are demon-

"strated and discussed in our study.

EXPERIMENTAL
High purity NMR grade (99.91ý min) tetramethylsilane, provided by
Aldrich Chemical Company,

Ir"-ocrated, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was used in

3
our experiments.

bur samples were degassed by repeated freeze-pump-thaw

cycles and then sealed under vacuum in pyrex tubes.
The static and rotating frame proton spin-lattice relaxation times
for TMS were measured at a frequency of 25.3 MHz with the apparatus and
methods described previously.

6

The measurements ranged from liquid nitrogen

temperature (77 0K) to the melting point (174

0 K).

The variation in the

length of the free induction decay following a 900 pulse was observed
qualitatively, so that noticeable changes in the spin-spin relaxation
time (T 2 ) could be distinguished in the temperature region in question.
The rf magnetic field amplitude

H1, utilized in our T,

p

experiment was

3.3 gauss.
The 0 phase of TMS was obtained by cooling ovr samples below 163 0 K,
that is below the lowest temperature at which the a phase exists.

Once

the 0 phase was obtained, the temperatures of measurement were attained
by cooling the sample down to 77 0 K and then a:lowing it to warm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spin-Spin Relaxation Time (T2)
The proton spin-spin relaxation time in the 0 phase of TMS was found
to be temperature independent between 77 0 K and about 145 0 K, from where T2
increases gradually with increasing temperature until the melting point
is attained.

A high temperature plateau region of T2 was not achieved in

our experiments.

Our T2 results differ somewhat from the line width mea-

surements obtained previously for TMS.

3

According to Smith" 0-TMS exhibits

resonance line narrowing in the temperature interval 135-160 0 K, and above
160 0 K the line width is temperature invariant.

This implies that our

observed line narrowing region is shifted to higher temperatures with

4

respect to the previously obtained data.

This discrepancy may be accounted

for by a difference in purity of the samples used in the two studies.

Our

free induction decay following a 900 pulse showed only a simple decay corresponding to a wide line, whereas the continuous wave experiment
a narrow component in addition to the broad line.

3

revealed

This narrow component

was assigned by Smith 3 to the presence of mobile impurities in the TMS
samples.

Since we have used a high purity NMR grade sample and no dual

l.ine character or other impurity effects (as reported in reference 3) were
noticed in our experiments, we believe

that our TIVS specimens were purer

than those employed in the broad line study.

3

A shift of a line width

narrowing r gion towards lower temperatures due to imperfections or/and
impurities was observed previously 7 in '9 F broad line studies of potassium
and rubidium hexafluorophosphate (KPF

6

and RbPF 6 , respcctively).

Although the continuous wave line width data of TMS 3 was affected by
the presence of impurities,

the qualitative analysis of the line width and

second moment results does not seem to be influenced by the impurities.
Methyl group motion occurs at temperatures well below 77 0 K and persists in
the entire temperature region of study, while the increase in T2 , or,
decrease in line width, is associated with the onset of overall molecular tumbling.

Our spin-lattice relaxation data are shown to be consistent

with these second moment and line width data.
Correlation Effects and Tumbling
The static frame spin-lattice relaxation at the highe
!740 K to 140 0 K, is exponential.

temperatures,

Below the latter temperature region,

deviations from exponentiality increase progressively down to about 108 0 K,
and persist in the remaining temperature region of the high frequency arm
([UoT

kc

<< 1) of the Ti curve.

At 770 K. apparently the limit of the low

5
frequency arm of the T, plot, the longitudinal relaxation is only slightly
nonexponential.

This relaxation behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 1, where

three typical plots of log (Mo-Mz/Mo),
versus the time, t,

the magnetization recovery ratep

obtained using the 90 0 -T-90 0 pulse sequence, are given

for 153 0 K, 910 K and 77 0 K.

M° and M are the nuclear magnetizations at

thermal equilibrium and at time t after a 900 pulse,

respectively.

An

exact study of the rotating frame spin-lattice relaxation exponentiality
has not been carried out in the present work.
The observed nonexponential behavior of the longitudinal relaxation in the
TMS • phase below 140°K is assigned to the fact that the motion of the
protons within each methyl group is correlated.

Runnelse and Hilt and

Hubbard 9 predicted nonexponential spin-lattice relaxation for spin 1/2
systems where three identical spins at the apeces of an equilateral triangle rotate about the threefold symmetry axis.

Baud and Hubbard'

0

later

confirmed this phenomenon experimentally for sol idacetonitrile (CH3 CN), and have
shown that intermolecular interactions tend to reduce

0I the

nonexpontial ity

caused by this correlated motion effect inherent in such three spin sets.
The THS longitudinal relaxation nonexponentiality variation with
temperature below 1080 K qualitatively follows the predictions of the Hilt
and Hubbard theory,'

namely marked deviations from exponential behavior

in the region of short correlatiorn times (Woi0c << 1),

less severe devia-

tions near the minimum and slight deviations in the long correlation
time region (WOTc >> I).

Although the intermethyl dipolar interactions in

P-TMS quantitatively reduce the degree of nonexponentiality, the nonexponential magnetization recovery curves and the variations with temperature are clearly evident in Fig. 1.
In light nf these observations it

is necessary to explain why the

relaxation gradually becomes more exponential above about 108 0 K and indeed

jai
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Figure 1:

Mo-Mz/.Mo,

Semilog plots of the magnetization recovery rate,

ver-sus t (time) for protons in (CH3)4Si at 1530K,
0

,

910K and 770K obtained by 90*-T-900 pluse sequence at 25.3 MHz.
z•MO

and Mz are the nuclear magnetizations at thermal equilibrium
and at time t,

respectively.

The spin-lattice, relaxation time

was dez~ived from the slope of the solid line.

i
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becomes exponential above about 140°K.

We suggest that the motion of the

molecular frame to which the methyl group is attached reduces the effect
of cross-correlations within a methyl group and restores, to some degree,
Indeed, the longitudinal relaxation becomes ex-

exponential relaxation.

ponential near about 140 0 K when the TMS molecular tumbling characteristic
correlation time is about 2.2xl0- 3 sec 'see

Tp curve),

and remains ex-

ponential while the tumbling correlation time becomes progressively shorter
These observations imply that the degree of

up to the TIS melting point.

the relaxation exponentiality for TMS is related to the rate of molecular
tumbling, and that even a very slow tumbling rate, as at 118 0K where
S0.42
c

sec, the relaxation is affected.

The fact that methyl group

rotation and moleculat tumbling have quite different frequencies at any
one temperature allows us to resolve between the opposing effects of correlated motions within a methyl group and molecular tumbling.
In view of the TMS results, consideration has to be given to the possibility that the degr:e of nonexponentiality of the proton longitudinal
relaxation in solids containing CH3 groups is sensitive to certair, molecular reorientations.

In support of this proposal there are some addi-

tional experimental facts.

For protons in the dimethyl aluminum dimer,

At,2 (CH 3 ) 6 , only nonexponential

longitudinal relaxation was observed, "

and the proton second moment and spin-lattice relaxation results support
the fact that no molecular motion other than methyl rotation about the
triad axes takes place. "'

A situation very similar to that for (CH3)4Si

was found 12 for ammonia in the high frequency arm of proton T, plot,
namely nonexponential decays at low temperatures with the nonexponentiality
decreasing with increasing temperature up to 150°K.

The temperature

8

dependence of the proton line width 1 2 and Tjp obs.erviations for ammonia
were interpreted'

3

in terms of the onset of self-diffusion near 16(OK'.

In the tetramethylammonlum halides the spin-lattice relaxation of proton
decays exponentially in the entire temperature region,

14

and it was also

found's, i' that besides methyl gr'Lip rotation, cation tumbling is an'effective relaxation process at higher temperaturcs s6 that cation tumbling Is
expected to occur in the entire temperature range~of'lnvestigqtion.

'F6r

t'his last example, however, the observation of exponenti'al relaxation can
also arise due to only the intermolecular Interactions.

Theo existence of

molecular reorientations is certainly-not the,only cause for obtaining,
exponential decays, but seems to:be an important factor that should often
be considered.

It appears that the exp6nentlallty of the relaxation could

be used by itself as an indication for the presence of reorientations of
the molecules in the type of sol'id in question, and perhaps
formation on Interactions and motions in'solids.

gain in-

This phen6menon has to

be investigated further in the f6ture.

Model and Motions
Since the log of the magnetization recovery rate Vs. ti'me,
oxponential relaxation region for, ý-TMS,

in thd non-,

exhlblts a clear, stralght line

for short t values and the deviations from exponentlallity are relatively
small,

the spln-lattice relaxation time was derived systematically from

the slope of the Initial straight-line portion of the decays in question
as demonstrated in Fig.

1.

vs. the Inverse
p
TI decreases with the

The obtained proton T, atid TI'

temperature are shown in Fig. 2 as semilog plots.

temperature down to about 90 0 K, where a mininum In the T, curve Is obtained.
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Figure 2:

The temperature dependence of the proton spin-lattice

relaxation time in the static and rotating frame (TI and Tp,
respectively) for solid (CHA) 4 Si obtained at 25.3 MHz.
solid line was calculated using equations
employing the parameters given in' Table I.
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T, reaches its highest value at about 127 0 K.

Below this temperature T,

decreases with the temperature and has the same slope as the T, curve.
Above T27 0 K TIp decreases with increasing temperature and a minimum is
atta'ned at 17l 0 K.

We associate the T , curve and the part of the T p

plot below 127°K with a rotation of the methyl group about its triad axis.
Tp plot corresponds to the overall molecular tumbling
The V shaped part of T,
of the TMS molecules.
The fluctuations in the dipolar interaction due to these two moti ons
are the dominant relaxation mechanisms in TMS.

However the analysis of this

composite motion has to take into account that the methyl group rotation
and the overall tumbling of the molecule which contains the methyl groups
do not produce independent spin-lattice relaxation contributions.

16, 17

Neglecting intermethyl group interactions and employing a similar analysis
to that used for the tetramethylammonium halides

4

T, and T1 p (in the weak

collision limit) are given as follows:
1/TI

= (3/20)(Y H'iZ/r 6 ) [g(COlc)

I/Tp

=

(3/20.)(YH

q(WoTc

l

:P(WOTCW

( ,
2 1

+ 39(WO,Tc2)]

(1)

1h2/r6 ),[gp(WO,7,l,,wI)+ 3gp(U0O,rc 2 ,W1 )]

(2)

where
c

c

2
Co

c

7c

.'-

Sc

2c+W

+

(3)

c

+

Tc

++
+woc

3 l+
2
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c4

(4)
c

and
C2

S'T
- c - 1-'
+' Cl ",Ts

Here, Ic is the correlation time for methyl group rotation,

(5)
ITcl

the

correlation time for overall molecular tumbling,' We the resonance frequency,
1 -- yHHI,

r is the interproton distance within a methyl group and the

11

other symbols have their usual meaning.

Since the methyl group rotation

and the tumbling motion take place with widely separated frequencies at
any temperature, we can assume that near the minimum in the T, curve the
correlation time for tumbling is very long,

namely -cl -.

Thus equation

(1) reduces to the normal 7, express~on for methyl group rotation:"
li/T, = (9/20)(y .,'
4'/r

)g(W0,Tc 1

(6)

On the other hand, near the minimum of the T,

curve methyl group rotation
P
is very fast, and tumbling beccmes the effective relaxation mechanism.

Equation (2) then reduces to:
I/Tip = (3/20)(yH'lh2/r

6 ))9P((woTcl•WI)

(7)

Minimum values for the T, and Tp expressions in equations (6) and (7)
obtained when

, 0.616 and

WoT

;zTc 0.5, respectively.

are

Tak-ng for the
0

proton-proton distance w.,ithin a methyl group in B-TMS a value of 1.79 A
and utilizing a H, value of 3.3 gauss, we are able to calculate values
for the T, and T;

minima and these are tabulated in Table I.

These

calculated minimum values are in agreemei.t with the corresponding experimental results, also shown in *,able 1.
are

assumed

Tumbling and methyl group rotation

to be activated processes,

and accordingly we describe the

variat',on in motional rate and teMperature by
T cl

c= ToCxP(Ea/RT)

where Ea,

Eai and

T,

o

=

7oiexp(Eal/PT)

(8)

arc the activaLion energies and the inverse fre-

quency factors for methyl and :'umbling motions,

respectively.

The activa-

tion energies for methyl g9-op rotation and the molecular tumbling motion
have been calculated from the straight line portion slopes of the hinh
temperature arm in the log T, vs. T

plot and from the low temperature

12
arm in the log T, vs. T-1 curve, respectively, using equations (6),

P

and (8).

The corresponding To0

(7)

Tol values have been obtained from the tem-

peratures of the appropriate minimum values employing equations (8).
Ea, Eal and To, To, values are given in Table I.
parameters into equations (1),

(2)

and (8)

The

On substituting the latter

the solid lines shown in Fig. 2

were obtained, and generally speaking these fit our experimental results.
Considering that our calculated T, and Tp data are based only on
intramethyl •roup relaxation contributions,

we would expect the calculated

T, and Tip kalues to be systematically higher than the observed values.
However, we did find agreement between the calculated and observed T, and
T,

values.

The T, agreement may be understood if we remember that intra-

methyl group cross-correlation effects will tend to retard relaxation and
give longer relaxation times than one normally would expect.

The T,

agreement indicates that the reorientations of the TMS molecules are not
entirely random, and that there is some degree of correlation between the
motion of the molecules.
and T,

Such correlation effects displace the TI

10,'9

curve to higher values.

to intermethyl

In TMS this shift appearsto be nearly equal

relaxation contribution,

compensate each other causing T, and T,
methyl group dipolar interactions.

and these two opposing effects
to be nearly equal to the intra-

The presence of correlation between

the reorientations of the TMS molecules is
inverse frequency factor of 4.5(+0.3)x]O-•17
cular tumbling motion.

supported by the relat;vely short
sec determined for the mole-

Such a small pre-exponential

factor of 10`8 sec

was obtained by Blinc 2 0 for proton lumps in KH2 PO4 and was assigned to a
high correlation in the proton jumps.
Between 127 0 K and 90°K some disagreement between the calculated and
experimentai Tp data can be observed in Fig. 2.
been reported previously',

2

1

Such discrepancies have

and as yet have not been explained.

In the

.....

.....

.. -

-

7-

-

.
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8 phase of TMS it seems to be affected by possible deviations from exponentiality in Tp in the temperature interval in question.

Better agree-

ment between the calculated and experimental Tp values is obtained below
90 0 K, where deviations from nonexponentiality are reduced.
Deviations between the calculated and observed T, data appear in the
vicinity of the observed T, minimum near -90°K as well as belo-j this temperature.

From the flat and shallow feature of the observed T, minimum

along with the low activation energy of 1.57+0.08 kcal/mole associated with
this CH13 rotation it is reasonable to expect that to some degree the CH3
relaxation mechanism is governed by quantun mechanical tunnelin3 effects.

22

The low temperature NMR proton spectrum as well as relaxation studies below
77 0 K may elucidate these possibilities.
The methyl goup activation energy we have determined for TMS is consistent with the trend shown in reference 3 for the CH3 motions in the
group IV tetramethyl compounds,

namely that the CH3 rotational barrier

decreases on going from (CH3 )4C to (CH3 ),.Pb.
T

The order of magnitude of the

values for all the tetramethyi compounds in question is 10"- sec.

CH3 torsional barriers for (CH!),Z when Z = C, Si,

The

Ge and Sn have beer.

calculated recently "3 from far infra-red spectra and reveal the same trend
as the NMR results.

However,

thase infrar.d barriers 23 are systematically

higher than the corresponding N"IR vzlues.

The potential barfier shape

assumptions used to derive the infrared barrier heights are a probable
source for this disagreement; such approximations have nct been made in
analyzing the NKR data.

For $-TIIS the far infrared results yield a CH3

barrier of 2.0 kcal/mole in comparison with a value of 1.57+0.08 kcal/mole
obtained in the present study.

A value'of 1.34_0.2 kcal/mole was determined

from calorimetric studies! for thiz ,arrier, and is in very good agreement
with our results.

'

;I

14
I

The barrier for tumbling derived from our T, data is higher by-about
20% than Smith's value 3 obtained from line narrowing data.!

Mobile im-

purities which affected the broad line experiments apparently are able to
give a lower activation energy.
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Table I:

Activation energies,

Ea,

inverse

frequency factors, To, and spinlattice relaxation minima,
(T, )min,

p

(Ti)min,

for methyl group and

tumbling motions for 0-(CH3 )6Si.

,•

Parameter

Uniz.s

Origin

Methyl
group
rotation

Ea

kCal/mole

exp

1.5740.08

sec

exp

4. 5(+. 3)x10-'

T1 (min)

sec

exp

1.55(+0. 08)x10-2

T,(min)

sec

calc

p(min)
IT,

sec

exp

---

T, p(min)

sec

calc

---

p

3

Molecular
tumbling

8.7+0.5
4. 5(+O. 3)xl0"' 7
---

1.43x10- 2

--8. 8(+t. 4)xl09x 0"5

•

•+

.- ++

+

• ++

18'

Figure Captions

Figure 1:

Semilog plots of the magnetization recovery rate, M0-Mz/Ao0

",ersus t (time) for protonSin (CH3 )&Si at 153 0 K, 91 0 K and
170K obtained by 900 -T-90 0 pulse sequence at 25.3 MHz.
and M

z

are the nuclear magnetizations at thermal equilibrium

and at time t,

respectively.

The spin-lattice relaxation

time was derived from the slope of the sol'

Figure 2:

M0

lire.

The temperature dependence of the proton spin-lattice relaxation time in the static and rotating frame (TI and Tip,
respectively) for solid (CH3 ),Si obtaineJ at 25.3 MHz.
solid line was calculated using equations (1) and (2)

The
and

e.mploying the parameters given in Table I.
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The 0 phase of high purity samples (99.9% min) of tetramethylsilane
(TMS), 1C1( 3 )USi, was investigated between 77°K and its melting
point (1741K) employing static and rotating frame proton spinlattice relaxation (TI and Tip, respectively) measurements.
Minima in the T, curve near 90*K and in T1 0 at 171 0 K correspond
to methyl group reorientation and overall molecular tumbling,
respectively.
Activation energies and inverse frequency factors
for both motions are derived and discussed.
Deviations from
exponential behavior in the longitudinal relaxation were noted
below 140°K and are inferred to be due to a correlation in the
relative motion of the protons within each methyl group.
The
exponentiality of the spin-lattice relaxation above -140'K is
associated with the onset of overall molecular tumbling motions.
It is suggested that the presence of exponential proton
magnitization decays in solids containing methyl groups may
sometimes serve as an indication for the presence of
reorientations of the molecular frame to which the methyl
groups are attached.
The possibility that the existence of
exponential and nonexponential decays may be used by itself
to gain information on interactions and motions in solids, has
to be further investigate(.
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